
Jfrn;m;  ig"h/_8    ZAFARNAMA 

 
 
1            km;le   kr;m;t  k;ym  krIm 
                 rJ; b<S r;Jk rh;kun rhIm 

      Cm/b     Cm"a     %"g"/b      A"gb 
      CmU/   Db"I/   =1"/   4VN  "Z/ 

 KAMAAL-E KARAAMAT KAA-YAM KAREEM 
 RAZA BAKSH RAZAK RAHAAKUN RAHIM 

 
*KAMAAL-perfection, excellence, KARAAMAT-miracles*KAA-YAM- eternal, secure *KARIM- generous, 
bountiful *RAZAA-consent, pleasure *BAKSH- grantor, giver*RAAZAK-giver of food and livelihood 
(from “rizk’-food, sustenance) *RAHAAKUN- liberator, deliverer *RAHIM-merciful, compassionate 
 
The Lord is perfection personified. He is eternal and manifests 
Himself through His miracles. He is generous in granting His 
bounties. He is merciful and delivers us from this world. 

 
2               am"  b<S b<iSMdh _  dstgIr        
                 <t;  b<S   roJI  idho  idlpJIr       

/mcPW,   F   G,hXVN      4VN   E"g" 
/m1Of,  F   G,   K1F/    4VN   "7V 

AMAAN BAKSH BAKSHINDEH-O DASTGIR 
 KHATAA BAKSH ROZI DEH-O DILPAZIR 

 
*AMAAN- security, peace, safety *BAKSH- giver, grantor *BAKSHINDEH- forgiving, merciful *O–and 
*DAST-hand *GIR- the holder *DASTGIR-who grasps hand *KHATAA-sin, offence *ROZI-sustenance, daily 
bread (as provided by God) *DEH-gives (from DAADAN –to give) *DILPAZIR-agreeable, likeable, 
pleasing  

 
He grants peace and security and is always merciful in forgiving 
us for our sins. He holds our hand and guides us. He is provider 
of our sustenance and charms everyone. 

 
3             SihnS;he   <UbI   idho  rhnmUM  
                ik   begUno    bcUno   cUM   benmUM 

EFghI/   F    G,     KN FV    G"XhIX 
EFghmN   EFT  F   DFTmN  F   DFcmN  ib 

 SHAHANSHAH-E KHUBI DEHH-O RAH-NAMUN 
 KI BE-GOON BE-CHOON CHOON BE-NAMUN 



 
*SHEHANSHAH-kind of kings, emperor *KHUBI- benevolence, kindness (from KHUB-good, nice) * DEH- 
gives   * REH-NAMUN- guide *KI-who *BE-GOON-without form *BE-CHOON-incomparable * CHOON- since, 
because *NAMOON-showing *BE-NAMUN- which does not show itself, formless 

 
He is the king of kings who is guiding us all the time. He 
showers his benevolence on all. He is without colour, 
incomparable and  formless. 

 
4              n s;Jo  n  b;Jo  n fPujo n frS  
                 <ud;vMd  b<iSdMh  Xe  aESo  arS 

4/_   ih  F  (F_   ih  F  1"N   ih F  1"W   ih 

4m/]     F    4m]       G,hxvN    ,hF",V 
NA SAZ-O NA BAZ-O NA FAUJ-O NA FARSH 
KHUDAVAND  BAKSHINDEH-E  AISH-O ARSH 

 
*NA-no, not, none *SAZ-material possessions *“O”-and, *BAZ-hawk, falcon (symbol of power)*FAUJ-
army *FARSH-carpet (material things) *KHUDAVAND-God *BAKSHINDEH-forgiving *AISH-pleasure *ARSH-
the heaven 

 
He possesses no material things nor has He an army. He is 
merciful and grants all the pleasures of the heavens. 
 
5              jh" p;k JIr ast J;ihr JhUr 
                 at; mI dhd  hm cU h;Jr hJUr 

/FI8  /I"8   %W"  /N1   ?"O   E"IS 
/FzU    /Z"U   FTgI  ,I,  Kg  "7] 

JAHAN PAAK ZEER  AST ZAHIR  ZAHOOR 
ATAA MI-DEHAD HAM CHU HAAZAR HUZUR 

 
*JAHAN-the world, the universe, creation *PAAK-pure, chaste *ZEER-below, under *AST-is, *ZAHIR-
apparent, manifest *ZAHOOR- appearance, presentation * ATAA- gift, grant *MI-DEHAD-he gives (from 
DAADAN- to give) *HUM-CHU- like, such that *HAAZAR- present *HUZOOR-appearance  

 
The Pure one is above everything in this universe. His glory is 
all pervasive. He bestows us with gifts. He is present 
everywhere. 

 
6              at; b<S  _ p;k   prvridg;r  
                 rhIm ast roJI dehd hr idy;r 



/"c,/F/O     ?"O    F"    4VN    "7]   
/"m,   /I  ,I,   K1F/    %W"   CmU/    

ATAA  BAKSH   O   PAAK    PARVARDIGAR 
RAHIM AST ROZI DEHAD HAR DIYAAR 

 
*ATAA-gift, grant* BAKSH-giver *ATAA-BAKSH-giver of gifts *O-and *PAAK- pure *PARVARDIGAR-God, 
the nourisher *RAHIM- merciful *AST-is *ROZI- sustenance, daily bread *DEHAD-gives (from “DADAN- 
to give”) *HAR-each, every *DIYAR-region, territory  

 
The merciful Lord grants us all the gifts and meets the needs of 
every one throughout the world. 

 
 7              ik s;ihb  idy;r ast  a;Jm aJIm  
                ik husn al-jm;l ast r;Jk rhIm 

Cm\]   C\]"   %W"  /"m,  #U"Y  ib 
CmU/   =1"/   %W"  A"gSf"   DWU  ib 

            KI SAHIB  DI-YAAR  AST  AAZAM AZIM 
KI HUSAN AL-JAMAL AST RAAZAK RAHIM 
 

KI- who *SAHIB-lord, master *DI-YAAR-area, region, country *SAHIB-E DIYAAR- lord of the universe 
*AAZAM-greatest (superlative of “azeem”-great) *AZEEM-great *JAMAAL-beauty, charm *RAAZAK-giver 
of sustenance, food (from “rizk”- sustenance, food)*RAHIM-merciful 

 
He is Lord of the universe. He is merciful and provides 
sustenance to all. His charm and grandeur cannot be matched by 
anyone. 

 
8               ik  s;ihb SPUr ast a;ijJ nv;J  
                 GrIb al-prsto  GnIm al-gd;J 

1"Fh   1S"]  %W"  /F]X   #U"Y  ib 
1",cf"     Cmh^   F   %W/Of"    #m/^ 

            KI SAHIB SHA-OOR AST AAJIZ NAWAAZ 
GARIB  AL-PRAST-O GANIM AL-GADAAZ 

 
*SHA-OOR-intelligent *AAJIZ-poor *NAWAAZ-cares, is kind *GARIB- helpless, lonely  *PRAST- a 
suffix indicating occupation, *GANIM-enemy *GADAAZ-fusion, melting  *GANIM AL-GADAZ-destroyer of 
enemies  

 
The Lord is intelligence personified. He protects the poor and 
the helpless and destroys the wicked. 
 
9               SrIat prsto fJIlt ma;b  
                 hkIkt Sn;so nbI al-ikt;b 

#!g   %fmz_   F   %W/O   %]m/X 
#"Pbf"     KNh   F   3"hX     %amaU 



            SHARI-AT PRAST-O FAZILAT M-AAB 
            HAKIKAT SHANAS-O NABI AL-KITAB 

 
*SHARI-AT-religious law  *SHARI-AT PRAST- one who follows religion, the law, rules *FAZILAT-
virtue, excellence *M-AAB- like, in the manner of * HAKIKAT-truth, reality *HAKIKAT SHANAS-who 
knows the truth *NABI-prophet *KITAB-book (here Koran-the holy book of Muslims) 

 
The Virtuous One gives justice to all. Nothing is hidden from 
Him. He is the inspiration of Koran. 

 
10              ik d;inS puyoh ast  s;ihb SPUr  
                 hkIkt  Sn;s ast  J;ihr JhUr 

/F]X   #U"Y   %W"  GF2O  4h", ib 
/FI8  /I"8   %W"  3"hX   %amaU 

                               KI  DAANISH    PUYOH  AST    SAHIB  SHA-OOR 
             HAKIKAT  SHANAAS  AST ZAHIR ZAHOOR 

 
*DANISH-knowledge, learning *PUYOH-searcher *SAHIB-master, lord *SHA-OOR- intelligent * HAKIKAT-
truth, reality * SHANAAS-knows, familiar *ZAHIR-apparent, manifest *ZAHOOR-appearance 

 
The all-knowing Lord seeks the learned. He is aware of all 
happenings. He is present everywhere. 

 
11              Sn;isMdh  Xe  iXlmo  a;lm  <ud;iX  
                 kS;iXMdh  Xe   k;re   a;lm  kuS;iX 

 
K",V   Cf"]   F    Cf]     G,hW"hX 
K"Xb      Cf"]     /"b    G,hml"Xb 

            SHANASINDEH-EH ILM-O AALAM KHUDA-E 
            KASHAA-INDEH-E KAR-E AALAM KUSHA-E 

 
*SHANASINDEH-one who knows(from SHANAAKHTAN-to know)*ILM-O-ALAM-secrets of the world(ILM-
learning, knowledge,AALAM- world, universe) *KHUDA- God  *KASHAA-IND-EH- one who moves/carries 
(from KASHEEDAN-to move, to carry)*KAR-E-AALAM- work of the world  * KUSHA-E- moves it  

 
He has the knowledge of everything in this universe. All cosmos 
is moving as per His command 
 
12              GuJ;irMdh Xe  k;re   a;lm kbIr  
                 Sn;isMdh Xe  iXlmo a;lm amIr 

/mNb      Cf"]   /"b       G,h/"1c 
/mg"   Cf"]    F    Cf]    G,hW"hX 

                            GUZAARIND-EH-E    KAR-E    AALAM   KABIR 
            SHANAAS-IND-EH ILM-O AALAM  AMIR 



 
*GUZAARINDEH- the one who moves  *KABIR- important, great*SHANAAS-INDEH-one who knows *ILM-O 
AALAM- the knowledge of world *AMIR-commander 

 
The great Lord is regulating everything in the world about which 
He has complete knowledge. 

 
13              mr;  Xetb;r  br  XI'  ksme  nIst  
                 ik XeJd gv;h ast yJd"  ykIst 

%Wmh      Cwa   Em"   /N   /"NP]"   "/g 
%Wmbm   E",1m   %W"   G"Fc   ,1m"   ib 

            MARAA AITBAAR BAR EEN KASM-E NEEST 
            KE  EIZAD GAVAH AST YAZDAN YAKEEST 

 
*MARAA- to me, mine * AITBAAR- trust, credibility *BAR- on, upon * EEN- this * KASM-oath * NEEST 
– is not (NA-no, IST-is)*KE- that *EIZAD-God *GAVAH -witness *YAZDAAN-God *YAKEEST-is one (YAK- 
one, IST-is)   

 
Aurangzeb! I have no trust in your oaths anymore. (You have 
written that) God is one and that He is witness (between us).  

 
14              n;   ktrh    mr;   Xetb;re  brost  
                 ik bkSI v; dIv;n hmh ikJb gost 

%WF/N       /"NP]"       "/g     G/{a    ih 
%WFc   #1b   igI   D"Fm,  F   KXVN  ib 

            NA KATREH MARAA  AITBAAR-E  BAR-OST 
            KI BAKSHI VA DEEWAN HAMEH KIZB GOST 

 
*NA- no, not *KATREH-drop, trickle  *MARAA- mine * AITBAAR-trust * BAROST- is upon that (*BAR- 
on, upon   *O-he, that, *IST- is)*BAKSHI- army general * DEEWAN-advisor *HAMEH-all, everyone * 
KIZB- lie *GOST-are telling (from GOFTAN- to tell) 

 
I don’t have trust even equivalent to a drop (of water) in your  
generals (who came to me with  oaths on Koran that I will be 
given safe passage out of Anandgarh Fort). They were all telling 
lies 

 
15              kse  kPule   kur"   kund  Xetb;r  
                 hm" roJee a;<r Svd mrd <v;r 

/"NP]"     ,hb      E"/a      AFa     3b 
"/FV    ,/g     ,FX   /V!  1F/   E"gI 

            KASE   KAUL-E  KURAN  KUNAD  AITBAAR 
            HAMAN ROZ-E AKHIR SHAWAD MARD KHAWAR 



 
*KASE-any one *KAUL- promise *KURAN- sacred book of Muslims *KUNAD-does (from KARDAN-to do) 
*AITBAAR-trust *HAMAN – the same, that very *ROZ-day *AKHIR-in the end, at last *SHAWAD-becomes 
(from SHODAN-to become) * MARD-man *KHAWAR-miserable, wretched  

 
If anyone trusts (you) on your oath on Koran, that person is 
bound to be doomed in the end. 

 
16              hum; r; kse s;yh a;yd b-Jer  
                 bro dst d;rd n;  J;go dler 

/m1N     ,m!      im"W   3b     "/    "gI 
/mf,  F    :"1   ih   ,/ ",    %W,   F  /N 

            HUMA RA KASE SAA-EH  AAYAD B-ZER 
            BAR-O DAST DARAD NA ZAAG-O DALER 

 
*HUMA-the osprey,( the fabulous bird of good omen  about whom  It is said that if any one comes 
under its  shadow, that person is showered with all the blessings ),*RA-particle denoting direct 
object *KAS—person, one,some body  *SAA-EH- shadow *AAYAD-comes (  from AAMADAN-to come )* ZER- 
below *BARO- on that (*BAR-on, at *O-that) *DAST-hand *DARAD- has(from DAASTAN-to have )*ZAAG-
crow *DALER-brave, bold 

 
If anyone comes under the shadow of Huma bird, no one can lay its 
hands on it-not even a brave crow.  
 
Aurangzeb! I am under the protective shadow of Lord Himself, who 
has always saved me; you could not cause any harm to my person or 
even twist my single hair- verse 44. 

 
17      kse puSt Puftd pse Ser nr  
                 n;  GIrd  buJo meSo a;hU guJr 

/h     /mX    3O    ,Pa"    %XO    3b 
/1c   FI!   F   4mg  F   1N   ,/mc   ih 

            KAS-E PUSHT  UFTAD PAS-E SHER NAR  
            NA GIRAD BUZ-O MEISH-O AHOO GUZAR 

 
*KASE-any one *PUSHT-back, rear *UFTAD-lies or sits down (from UFTADAN-to lie, to sit) *PAS-back, 
behind *SHER- tiger, lion *NAR- male *NA- no, not *GIRAD-catches (from GRIFTAN- to catch) * BUZ-
goat *MEISH-female sheep * AHOO-deer, gazelle *GUZAR- to pass by  

 
If a man sits behind the back of a lion, neither anyone can catch 
him nor a goat or a sheep or a deer can even pass nearby  
 
Aurangzeb! I stand in shadow of the Almighty, and your men who 
are like goats, sheep and deer could not harm me in spite of your 
deceptions 

 
 



18              ksm mushf <idah gr XI' <orm  
                 n; fPje aJIJm r;  sum afgnm 

C/FV   Em" /c    i],V   ;Uyg  CWa   
        Chhc_"    CW    "/    C1m1]    (F_   ih  

                 KASAM MUS-HAF KHDI-EH GAR EEN KHORAM 
            NA  FAUJ-E  AZIZ-AM  RA  SUM AFGANAM 

 
*KASAM-oath*MUS-HAF–Koran *KHDEH—deceit*GAR-if *EEN-this, this way *KHORAM-I eat (first person 
present of KHORDAN-to eat) NA-not *FAUJ-warriors *AZIZ-AM- my beloved *SUM AFGANAM – to become 
lame (proverb) 

 
If I had deceived by taking oath on Koran like the way you have 
done, I would not have brought my dear fighters to this position 
of disadvantage (by bringing them out of Anandgarh fort) 

 
IN VERSES FROM 19 TO 41 BELOW, GURUJI GIVES AN ACCOUNT OF THE 
BATTLE OF CHAMKAUR FOUGHT ON 22 DECEMBER 1704  AND THE REASONS 

THAT FORCED HIM TO TAKE UP  THE SWORD  AGAINST THE MUGHAL FORCES  
AND  HILL CHIEFS 

 

 
19              gursnh ic k;re kund ichl nr    
                 ik dh lk bra;yd bro be <br 

/h    AIT    ,hb     /"b    iT   ihW/c 
                                                                        /NV   KN   F/N   ,m!/N   ?f   G,  ib 
            GURESNEH CHI KAR-E KUNAD CHEHAL NAR 
            KI DEH LAK BAR AAYAD BAR-O BE-KHABAR 

 
*GURESNEH- hungry *CHI-what *KAR- work *KUNAD-do (third person present of  KARDAN-to do) *CHEHAL-
forty *NAR-men *KI-when *DEH LAK- ten lac * BAR- upon *”O”-them * AAYAD- come (third person 
present of AAMADAN- to come)*BE-KHABAR-with surprise 

 
What can forty hungry men do, when suddenly ten-lac strong army 
pounces upon them?  

 
20         ik pEm"  iSkn bedrMg  AmdMd  
                 imy"   teGo  tIro  tufMg a;mdMd 

,h,g!  @h/,    MN   DbX   E"gmO  ib 
,h,g!   @h_P   F    /mP   F  :mP  E"mg 

            KE  PEIMAN SHIKAN BE-DRANG AAMDAND 
            MI-AAN TEG-O TEER-O TUFANG AAMDAND 



 
*PEIMAN-promise *SHIKAN-breaker*BE-DRANG-without delay, suddenly *AAMDAND-they came (third person 
past plural of AAMADAN- to come) *MI-AAN-inside(battle field) *TEG-sword *TEER-arrows *TUFANG- 
gun  

 
That the promise breakers launched a surprise attack with their swords 
and arrows and guns. 

 
21              b; l;c;rgI  drimy"  a;mdm 
                 b;  tdbIr  tIro km" a;mdm 

 
C,g!     E"mg/,      Kc/"TB    "N 
C,g!   E"gb   F   /mP   /mN,P    "N 

            BA  LACHAARGI  DARMIAN  AAMDAM 
            BA TADBIR TEER-O KAMAAN AAMDAM 

 
* BA-with *LACHAARGI- helplessness *DAR-in, at *MIAN-field (battle field) *AAMDAM- I came (first 
person past of AAMADAN- to come )*TADBIR-plan, tact *TEER- arrows *KAMAAN- bow 

 
It was out of sheer helplessness that I came in the battle field. 
(Having thus decided) I came with all the battle plans and munitions. 

 
22              cUM k;r aJ hmh hIlte dr guJSt 
                 hl;l ast burdn b SmSIr dst 

%X1c/,   %fmU   igI  1"  /"b   EFT 
%W,  /mXgX   iN   D,/N   %W" ABU 

            CHUN KAR AZ HAMEH HEELAT-E DAR GUZASHT 
            HALAL  AST  BURDAN  B-SHAMSHIR  DAST 

 
*CHUN-since, as, when *KAR- work, affair*AZ- from *HAMEH-all, every *HEELAT -stratagem *DAR 
GUZASHT- to pass away (are exhausted) *HALAL- legitimate *AST- is * BURDAN- to take *SHAMSHEER- 
sword *DAST- hand  

 
When all the stratagem employed for (solving) a problem are exhausted, 
(only) then taking your hand to the sword is legitimate. 
 
This is the most quoted verse of Zafarnama. 300 years ago, Guru Gobind 
Singh Ji had laid down the circumstances when a person or a nation can 
pick up the sword against the other  

 
23              ic  ksme  kur" mn  kunm  Xetb;r  
                 vgrn; tu goXI mn XI'  r;h ick;r 

/"NP]"    ,ha    Dg    E!/a     CWa   iT 
/"b   iT   G"/   Em"   Dg  KFc  FP   ih/cF 

            CHE KASM-E KURAN MAN KUNAM AITBAAR 
            VAGARNA TU GOI MAN EEN RAH CHI-KAR 



 
*CHE- what *KASM-oath* MAN-me *KUNAM-I do (first person present of  KARDAN- to do) *AITBAAR- 
trust, faith * VAGARNA- otherwise*TU- you * GOI- you tell (second person present of GUFTAN- to 
tell) *EEN- this* RAH-road, way *CHIKAR- what purpose (CHE- what,KAR-job, work) 

 
What trust can I have on your oath on Koran? Otherwise you tell 
why should I have taken this path (of taking up the sword). 
 
24              n;  d;nm  ik  XI'  mrd  rob;XI  pICc  
                 idgr hrigJ XI'  r;h iny;ym  bhIc 

)mO    G"NF/   ,/g   Em"    ib  Ch",    ih 
)mIiN    Cm"mh   G"/   Em"   1c  /I  /c, 

            NA DAANAM KI EEN MARD ROBAH-E PEECH 
            DIGAR HARGIZ EEN RAH NIYAYAM B-HEECH 

 
 
 
 

*NA-not* DAANAM-I know (first person present of DAANISTAN-to know)*EEN- this *MARD-man *ROBAH-fox 
*PEECH-winding, coiling (complicated, cunning) *DIGAR-other, another *HARGIZ- never, ever *EEN- 
this*RAH- way *NIYA-YAM- not come (NI- no, not  AAYAM- I come- form AAMADAN) *HEECH- at all, 
never,  

 
I do not know that this person (Aurangzeb) is cunning like a fox. 
Otherwise I would never have come to this place i.e. Chamkaur (by 
vacating Anandgarh on the false oaths of Aurangzeb and his men). 

 
25              hr" ks ik kPule kur" a;ydS  
                 n-Jd  bstno  kuStno  b;ydS 

4,m!   D!/b   AFb  ib  3b  E! /I 
4,m"N   F    DPXb   F     DhPWN    ,1h 

            HAR AAN KAS KI KAUL-E KORAAN AAYAD-ASH 
            NA  ZAD  BASTN-O  KUSHTAN-O BAAYAD-ASH 

 
*HAR-AAN-KAS-any person  *KI- who *KAUL- promise *KORAAN- religious book of Muslims * AAYAD-comes 
(third person present of AAMADAN- to come) *NA-no *ZAD- hit or strike (from ZADAN-to hit) *BASTAN 
–to tie, to fasten *KUSHTAN-to kill *BAAYAD –must  

 
If any person believes an oath on Koran, he should neither be tied 
(arrested) nor killed.  
 

 
26              b-rMge mgs isy;hpoS  a;mdMd  
                 b-yk b;rgI dr <roS AmdMd 

,h,g!    4FO   G"mw   3cg   @h/N 
,h,g!    4F/V    /,   Kc/"N   ?mN 



            B-RANG-E MAGAS SEE-AH POSH AAMDAND 
            B-YAK  BARGI  DAR  KHAROSH AAMDAND 

 
*B-RANG-E- coloured *MAGAS- flies *SEE-AH POSH- dressed in black  *B-YAK BARGI- at the same time 
*AAMDAND-they came (third person past of  AAMADAN-to come)*DAR- in( battle field )*KHAROSH-uproar  

 
They (the enemy) dressed in black and like flies came suddenly with 
great uproar 

 
27              hr"  ks  J dIv;r a;md ibrUM  
                 b-<urdn yke tIr Sod Grke  <UM 

EF/N  ,g!   /"Fm,  1   3b  E! /I 
EFV    =/^  ,X  /mp   ?m  D,/FVN 

            HAR  AAN  KAS Z  DEEWAR  AAMAD  BEROON 
            B-KHURDAN YAK-E TEER SHOD GARK-E KHOON 

 
*HAR- every *AAN- that *KAS- person *Z- from *DEEWAR-wall *AAMAD-came (third person past of 
AAMADAN- to come)*BEROON- outside *KHURDAN- to eat , drink, to take *YAK-one *TEER-arrow *SHOD- 
became (third person past of SHODAN- to become) *GARK- drown, submerge * KHOON-blood 

 
Any person who came out from behind the wall, took one arrow (on his 
body) and was submerged in blood. 

 
28              ik  berUM  ina;md  kse  J;ne dIv;r  
                 n; <urdMd tIr  v  n; guStMd <v;r 

/"Fm,   D"1   3b   ,g"mh  EF/mN   ib 
/"FV  ,hPXc   ih  F  /mP   ,h,/FV   ih 

            KE BEROON NI-AAMAD KAS-E ZAAN-E DEEWAR 
            NA KHURDAND TEER VA NA GUSHTAND KHAWAAR 

 
*KE- that*BEROON-outside *NI-AAMAD –did not come (NI-no, AAMAD-third person past of AAMDAN- to 
come) *KAS- person *ZAAN- from that *DEEWAR- wall *KHURDAND- ate or took or was struck (third 
person past of KHORDAN-to eat) *TEER-arrow *VA-and *NA- not*GUSHTAND-turned (third person past of 
GUSHTAN-to turn, to revolve) *KHAWAAR- miserable, wretched 

 
Any person who did not come out from (behind) that wall, did not take 
an arrow and (hence) did not become miserable (die). 

 
29              cu dIdm ik n;hr iba;md b-jMg  
                 cSIdh  yke   tIre mn  bedrMg 

@hSN   ,g"mN   /I"h  ib   C,m,   FT 
@h/,mN     Dg    /mP    ?m   G,mXT 

            CHU DEEDAM KE  NAHAR BI-AAMAD B-JUNG 
            CHASHEEDEH YAK-E TEER-E MANN BE-DRANG 

 
*CHU-when, since *DEEDAM-I saw (first person past of DEEDAN-to see)*KE-that *NAHAR- name of the 
general of Aurangzeb’s forces *BI-AAMAD-came (AAMAD-third person past of AAMDAN-to come)*B-JUNG-



for the battle *CHASHEEDEH-tasted (from CHASHEEDAN- to taste) *YAK–one*TEER –arrow *MAN-I, mine 
*BE-DRANG-immediately  

 
When I saw that Nahar had come out from behind the wall for 
battle, he immediately took one of my arrows on himself (and 
died) 

 
30              hm a;<r gureJd b-j;Xe mus;f  

             bse  <;n"  <urdMd  berUM  GJ;f 
;"yg    K"SN     ,1m/c    /V!     CI 
;"1c     EF/mN    ,h,/FV    E"h"V   KWN 

            HAM  AAKHIR  GUREZAD B-JAAYE  MUSAF 
            BA-SE KHANAA KHURDAND BEROON GAZAF 

 
*HAM- also *AAKHIR-last end *GUREZAD-running away, fleeing (from GUREKHTAN- to run away) *B-
JAAYE-from that place (battle field)*MUSAF- battle, combat, fight *BA-SE-many *KHAN-the Afghans 
*KHURDAND- ate (third person past plural of KHORDAN-to eat)*BEROON-outside *GAZAF-idle talk, 
exaggeration  

 
Many Afghans who used to tell tall stories (about their bravery) 
also ran away from the battlefield. 

 
31              ik afg;n dIgr iba;md b-jMg  
                 cu  sEle  rv"  hmcu tIro  tufMg 

@hSN    ,g"mN     /cm,     D"^a"       ib 
@h_P  F  /mP   FTgI   E"F/   AmW   EFT 

            KE   AFGAAN  DEEGAR  BI-AAMAD  B-JUNG 
            CHU SEIL-E RAWAAN HAMCHU TEER-O TUFANG 

 
 
 

*KE-that *AFGAAN-Pathaan *DEEGAR-other, another, more *BI-AAMAD-came (AAMAD-third person past of 
AAMADAN-to come)*B-JUNG- for battle*CHU-when, since *SEIL-flood *RAWAAN-flowing *HAMCHU-like 
*TEER-O-TUFANG- arrows and (bullets of) guns 

 
That large number of other afgans came for the battle like a 
flood of arrows and bullets 
  
According to some transltations “one more Afgaan came for the 
battle”. This is erroneous view since one person cannot be 
compared to a “flood”. The word “deegar” means “another” as well 
as “more” 
 
32              bse hmlh krdMd b-mrd;ngI  
                 hm  aJ hoSgI hm J dIv;ngI 

 



Kch",/g   "N   ,h,/b      ifgU      3N 
Kch"Fm,    1    CI   KcXFI   1"   CI 

            BA-SE HAMLEH KARDAND B-MARDANGI 
            HAM  AZ  HOSHGI  HAM Z DEEWANGI 

 
*BA-SE-many *HAMLEH-attack * KARDAND- they did (third person past plural of KARDAN-to do) 
*MARDANGI- bravely *HAM-also *AZ-of, from *HOSHGI-intelligently *DEEWANGI-insanity, madness 

 
They launched many a brave attacks. (However) some of these 
(attacks) were intelligently launched but some were sheer 
madness.   

 
33              bse   hmlh  krdMd  bse  J<m  <urd  
                 du ks r; b-j"  kuSto   j" hm spurd 

,/FV   CV1    KwN    ,h,/b    ifgU   KwN 
,/OW   CI  E"S F  %Xb  E"SN  "/  3b  F, 

            BAS-E HAMLEH KARDAND BAS-E ZAKHM KHURD 
            DO KAS RA B-JAN KUSHT-O JAAN HAM SPURD 

 
*BASE- many *HAMLEH-attacks *KARDAND- they did (third person past plural of KARDAN- to do) 
*KHURD- ate, took (third person past of KHURDAN-to take, to eat) *DO-two *KAS-persons *JAAN-life 
*HAM-also *KUSHT-killed (third person past of KUSHTAN-to kill)*SPURD-entrusted (third person past 
of SPURDAN-to pledge)  

 
They launched many attacks and they took many wounds upon 
themselves. They killed two (of my) men and also gave their own 
lives as well. 

 
34              ik a" <v;j;  mrdUd J  s;yh dIv;r  
                 b-mEd;n   ina;md   b-mrd;n;   v;r 

/"Fm,   im"W  1   ,F,/g   iS"FV  E!  ib 
/"F     ih",/g    iN     ,g"mh       E",mgN 

            KE AAN KHWAJA MARDOOD SAA-EH DEEWAR 
            B-MEIDAN  NI-AAMAD  B-MARDAANA VAAR 

 
*KI- who *AAN-that *KHAWAJA- name of the general of Auranzeb’s army *MARDOOD-rejected, shameless, 
coward *SAA-EH- shadow *DEEWAR-wall *B-MEIDAN- in the battle field *NI-AAMAD- did not come (NI- 
no,  AAMAD-third person past of AAMADAN-to come) *B-MARDAANA- with courage *VAAR-suffix to words 
denoting “like”*MARDAANA VAAR-like a brave man 

 
That coward Khawaja ( who was hiding behind the wall ) did not come 
out in the battlefield like a brave man  

 
35              dreg;  agr  rUXe _ dIdme  
                 b-yk tIr l;c;r b<SIdme 



C,m,     F"    KF/    /c"    "cm/, 
C,mXVN     /"TB       /mP      bmN 

            DAREGA  AGAR  ROO-E O  DEEDAM-E 
            B-YAK TEER LAACHAR BAKHSHEEDAM-E 

 
*DAREGA-alas! Pity! *AGAR-if *ROO-E- face * DEEDAM- I had seen (first person past of DEEDAN-to 
see) *B-YAK TEER –with one arrow *LAACHAAR- helpless (death) * BAKHSHEEDAM- granted, condoned 
(first person past of BAKHSHEEDAN-to give, grant, condone) 

 
Alas! If I had seen his (Khawaja’s) face, I would have sent him to the 
other world just with one arrow. 

 
36              hm;<r bse  J<m tIro tufMg  
              du sUXe bse kuSth Sod bedrMg 

@haP  F  /mP   CV1   KwN   /V!  CI 
@h/,mN   ,X   iPXb  KwN   KFW  F, 

            HAM AAKHAR BA-SE ZAKHM TEER-O TUFANG 
            DO SU-E BA-SE KUSHTEH SHOD  BE-DRANG 

 
*HAM-also *AAKHIR- last, end, final* BA-SE- many *ZAKHM-wounds *TEER-O TUFANG- arrows (and 
bullets of ) guns * DO-two, both *SU-E- sides, directions *KUSHTEH –killed *SHOD-became (second 
person past of SHODAN- to become, to happen)*BE-DRANG-quickly 

 
In the end many fighters from both sides died quickly after being 
wounded by arrows and bullets 

 
37              bse   b;n    b;rId  tIro   tufMg  
            JmI'  gSt hmcu gule l;lh rMg 

@haP    F     /mP   ,m/"N    D"N   KwN 
@h/   ifB   Ac   FTgI    %Xc  Emg1 

            BA-SE  BAAN  BAA-REED TEER-O TUFANG 
            ZAMIN GASHT HAMCHU GUL-E LALEH RANG 

 
*BA-SE- many *BAAN-arrows *BAA-REED-rained (third person past of BAAREEDAN- to rain) *TEER-O 
TUFANG- arrows and  (bullets of) guns *ZAMIN- the earth (battle field)  *GASHT- turned (third 
person past of GASHTAN-to become)*HAMCHU-like,as if*GUL-flower *LAL-EH-red tulip (found in 
Afghanistan)*RANG- colour 

 
Many arrows and bullets rained and the battlefield turned red 
(with blood) like the red coloured laaleh ( tulip ) flowers. 
 
Guru Ji had just 40 fighters with him when the battle started. If 
the balltle field had turned red with blood, most of the dead 
must be from the Mughal forces. This speaks about the fighting 
capabilities, courage and bravery of the defenders of Chamkaur. 

 



 
38              sro   p;iX  aMboh   v   cMd"   Sudh  
                 ik  mEd"  pur  aJ  goXI  coG" Sudh 

G,X     E",hT   F    GFNh"     K"O   F/W 
G,X   E"cFT     KFc   1"  /O  D",mg  ib 

            SAR-0 PAA-E ANBOH VA CHANDAAN SHUD-EH 
            KI MEIDAAN PUR AZ GOI  CHOGAN SHUD-EH 

 
*SAR-heads *PAA-legs, feet *ANBOH-abundant, multitude *V-and *CHANDAAN-so many *SHUD-became 
(third person past of SHODAN- to become) *KI- that *MEIDAAN-ground (battlefield) *PUR-filled *AZ-
of *GOI –sphere, ball  *CHOGAN- sticks 

 
The battlefield was full of (severed) heads and legs, which gave 
the impression as if these were balls and sticks. 
 
If the battle field was full of severed heads and legs (which 
could not be counted), it again reflects on the heavy price the 
Mughal forces had to pay at the hands of the defenders of 
Chamkaur.  

 
39              trMk;r   tIro    trMGe   km"  
                 bra;md yke h;iX hU aJ jh" 

E"gb      @h/P    F    /mP     /"bh/P 
E"IS  1"   FI    K"I  Kbm   ,g! /N 

            TARANKAAR TEER-O TARANG-E KAMAAN 
            BAR-AAMAD YAK-E HAI-HU  AZ JAHAN 

 
*TARANKAAR- whizzing sound (when an arrow is fired through the air) *TARANG- twanging sound (when 
the bow string vibrates after an arrow is fired)*KAMAAN-bow *BAR-AAMAD-came, arose (third person 
past of BAR-AAMDAN-to come, to swell)*YAK-E-one *HAI-HU-noisy cries *AZ-from*JAHAN-the world, the 
battle field  

 
The whizzing of arrows and vibrations of the strings of bows 
produced huge commotions. And cries of “hai-hu” were coming from 
the whole battle field. 

 
40              idgr  SorSe  kEbre kInh koS  
            J mrd;ne mrd" brUM rft hoS 

4Fb    ihmb    /Nmb      4/FX   /c, 
4Fk   %_/  EF/N   E",/g  D",/g   1 

            DIGAR SHORASH-E KAIBAR-E KEENEH KOSH 
            Z MARDAAN-E MARDAAN BAROON RAFT  HOSH 

 
*DIGAR-others *SHORASH- shouts, noises *KAIBAR-arrows *KEENEH-animosity, rancour *KOSH- try 
*KEENEH KOSH-hateful, dreadful *MARDAAN-E MARDAAN-brave, courageous *BAROON-outside, out*RAFT-
went (third person past of RAFTAN-to go)*HOSH-intelligence ,comprehension 



 
And the dreadful noises of weapons had their affect on the bravest of 
brave men who gave the impression as if they had lost their mental 
balance  

 
41              hm a;<r ic mrdI kund k;rJ;r  
                 ik  br ichl tn a;ydS beSum;r 

/"1/"b  ,hb   K,/g  iT /V! Ck 
/"gXmN   4,m!  DP  AkT /N  ib 

            HAM  AAKHAR CHE MARDI KUNAD  KARZAAR 
            KI BAR CHEHAL TAN AAYAD-ASH BE-SHUMAR 

 
*HAM-AAKHIR-at last, end *CHE- what *MARDI-bravery *KUNAD-can do (third person present of KARDAN 
- to do) *KAR-ZAAR-battle, combat *KI- that *BAR-at, upon *CHEHAL-forty *TAN-person *AAI-DASH-
come upon  (AAYAD-third person present of AAMADAN-to come) *BE-SHUMAR-countless 

 
And finally what could the bravery of my forty warriors do in battle 
when countless of these (Afghans) fell upon them. 
 
There is a hint here that by the evening, most of the defenders had 
attained martyrdom. Why did’nt the enemy finish the job? The only 
plausible explanation can be that they were under the impression that 
there was still a large force inside the garhi. As the night fell, 
they must have retired to take on the remainder forces in  the 
morning. 

 
42              cr;Ge  jh"   cUM  Sudh  burk; poS  
                 S;he Sb bra;md hmh jlv; joS 

4FO   9a/N   G,X   EFT   E"IS  :"/T 
4FS   GFfS    igk  ,g!/N    #X  G"X 

            CHIRAG-E JAHAAN CHUN SHOD-E BURKA POSH 
            SHAH-E SHAB BAR-AAMAD HAMEH JALWA JOSH 

 
*CHIRAG-lamp*JAHAN-the world*CHIRAG-E JAHAN- the sun *CHUN- since *SHOD-became (past of SHODAN- 
to become)*BURKA-cover *POSH- to wear*BURKA POSH- wore a cover (had set) *SHEH- shah, king * 
SHAB- night* SHAH-E-SHAB–king of the night (darkness) *BAR-AAMAD-came, arrived (past of BAR-
AAMADAN- to come, arrive) *HAMEH- all *JALWA- manifestation, appearance*JOSH- boil *JALWA JOSH- 
displaying all its glory 

 
When the lamp of the world (the Sun) had covered itself (had set), the 
king of the night (the darkness) came out with all its glory (it 
became pitch dark). 
 
Through this verse, Guru Ji has described the night scene when he came 
out of the Chamkaur Garhi. Some people have translated “ Shah-e Shab 
”to mean “the moon”. This will imply that when Guru Ji came out of the 
Garhi, the night sky was bright with moonlight; that would have made 
his escape extremely difficult. Hence “Shah-E Shab” the “king of the 
night” has been translated as “darkness”. 



 
43              hr"  ks  ik kPule kur"  a;ydS  
                 ik yJd;   bro  rhnum"  a;ydS 

4,m! E"/a   AFa  ib  3b  E! /k 
4,m!   "ghk/     F/N    E",1m   ib 

            HAR AAN KAS KI KAUL-E KURAN AAI-DASH 
            KI   YAZDAN  BAR-O  REHNUMA  AAIDASH 

 
*HAR AAN KAS- every person  *KI-who * KAUL-promise *AAYAD-ASH- has come (AAYAD-third person 
present of AAMADAN-to come,) *KI-when *YAZDAN-God, Lord *BAR-O- at him, on him *REHNUMA- guide, 
leader 

 
God becomes guide of any person who trusts someone’s oath taken on the 
holy Koran. 
 
Aurangzeb! God helped me in coming out of Chamkaur Garhi because I had 
trusted your earlier oaths that were based on holy Koran.  

 
44              n; pecIdh mUXe n;  rnjIdh tn  
            ik berUM <ud a;vurd duSmn iSkn 

DP     G,mSh/   ih   KFg   G,mTmO    ih 
DbX    DgX,   ,/F! ,FV   EF/mN   ib 

            NA  PECHEEDEH  MU-E NA  RANJEEDAH TAN 
            KI  BEROON KHUD AAWURD DUSHMAN SHIKAN 

 
*NA- no, not *PECHEEDEH- twisted *MU-E- hair *RANJEEDAH- offended, affronted * TAN- body * NA 
RANJEEDAH TAN- no harm done to my person *BEROON- out, outside *KHUD- (God) Himself * AAWURD-
brought (third person past of AAWURDAN-to bring)*SHIKAN-twist *DUSHMAN SHIKAN-twisted (killed) 
the enemy 

 
And so without a scratch on my body or twist of my hair, Lord Himself 
brought me out(of the Chamkaur siege) after destroying the enemy. 

 
45              n; d;nm ik XI'  mrd pEm" iSkn  
                 ik dOlt prst ast XIMm" ifkn 

DbX   E"gmO  ,/g   Em"  ib   Ch",   ih 
Db_  E"gm"   %W"   %W/O   %fF,  ib 

            NA DAANAM KI EEN MARD PAIMAAN SHIKAN 
            KE  DAULAT PRAST  AST  EEMAAN  FIKAN 

 
*NA-no *DAANAM- I know (first person present of DAANISTAN -to know) *KE-that*EEN-MARD- this 
man(Aurangzeb)*PAIMAAN-SHIKAN-promise breaker(PAIMAAN-promise,SHIKAN-twist,fold)*DAULAT PRAST-
worshiper of  wealth (DAULAT-wealth ,PRAST-worshiper) *AST-is *EEMAAN-faith * FIKAN-(from 
FIKANDAN- to throw)   

 
Aurangzeb! I did not know that you are a perjurer; that you are mere 
worshipper of wealth and breaker of your faith 



 
46              n; XIMm" prstI n; aPuJ;iX dI'  
                 n; s;ihb Sn;sI  mohLmd  ykI' 

Em,    9"8F"   ih   KW/O    E"gm"   ih 
Emam     ,gUg    KW"hX   #U"Y    ih 

            NA EEMAN PRASTI  NA  AUZAA-E DEEN 
            NA SAHIB SHANAASI MOHAMMED YAKEEN 

 
* NA- no, not *EEMAN PRASTI-worshipping of faith *AUZAAE-manner,condition,*DEEN-religion, faith 
*AUZAA-E DEEN- manner of (knowing) the religion *SAHIB-God *SHANAS- is knowing (used as suffix) 
*SAHIB SHANAAS- one who understands  God *MOHAMMED- Prophet of Muslims *YAKEEN-conviction, faith 

 
You neither follow the teachings of Islam nor you understand its 
meaning. You do not know the ways of the Lord nor you have any faith 
in Prophet Mohammed. 

 
47              hr"ks ik XIMm" prstI kund  
                 n; pEm" <udS peSo pstI kund 

,hb    KPW/O   E"gm"   ib   3b  E! /I 
,hb  KPWO  F   4mO    4,FV   E"gmO  ih 

            HAR  AAN  KAS KI  EEMAAN  PRASTI KUNAD 
            NA PEIMAAN KHUDASH PEISH-O PASTI KUNAD 

 
*HAR AAN KAS – every person , any person *KI-who *EEMAAN PRASTI- is following the faith *KUNAD-
does (first person present of KARDAN-to do)*PEIMAAN- promise *KHUD-ASH- he himself (KHUD-self) 
*PEISH-front, forward *PASTI-behind, back   

 
Any believer of his faith, will not look here and there (while 
fulfilling) his own promises  

 
48              ik  XI'   mrd  r;  JLr;  Xetb;re nIst  
                 ic  ksme   kur"  ast   yJd"  ykIst 

%Wmh   /"NP]"   G/1   "/  ,/g  Em"   ib 
%Wmbm   E",1m  %W"  E"/a     CWa  iT 

            KE EEN MARD RA ZARRA EITBAAR-E NEEST 
            CHI KASM-E KURAN AST YAZDAAN YAKEEST 

 
*KE-that *EEN MARD- this man (Aurangzeb) *ZARRA-particle*RA-particle as a sign of direct object 
*EITBAAR- turst *NEEST-is not (NA+IST) *CHI-what *KASM-E KURAN-oath on Kuran *YAZDAAN-God, Lord 
*YAKEEST- is one (YAK-one ,IST -is ) 

 
This man (Aurangzeb) cannot be trusted even equivalent of a speck 
of sand and who swears by Koran as well as by One God. 

 
 
 



49              cu ksme kr" sd kund iX<ita;r  
                 mr;  ktrh   n;yd  aJo Xetb;r 

/"mPV"  ,hb  ,Y  E"/a  CWa  iT 
/"NP]"   F1"   ,m"h   G/{a    "/g 

            CHUN KASME KURAN SAD KUNAD IKHTI-AAR 
            MRAA  KATREH  NA-YAD  AZ-O  EIT-BAAR 

 
*CHUN-since, when *KASME KURAN-oath on Kuran *SAD-hundred *KUNAD-does (third person present of 
KARDAN-to do)*IKHTI-AAR-jurisdiction, option, free will *MRAA-me *KATREH-drop *NA-YAD-does not 
come,does not become (NI-no, AAYAD-third person present of AAMADN-to come)*AZ-from, with, by 
*EIT-BAAR-trust  

 
(So now) if you swear hundred times on the Koran, I do not have 
trust in you even equivalent to a drop of water.  

 
50              agrch  tur;  Xetb;r a;mde  
                 kmr bsth Xe peSv;J a;mde 

,g!   /"NP]"   "/P    iT/c" 
,g!   1"FXmO    iPWN   /gb 

            AGARCHEH  TURA EIT-BAAR  AAMAD-E 
            KAMAR BASTEH-E PESH-VAAZ AAMAD-E 

 
*AGARCHEH-although, if *TURA-thee, thine, to you *EIT-BAAR-trust* AAMAD-had come (third person 
past of AAMADAN-to come)*KAMAR-waist, girdle *BASTEH-closed, fastened *PESH-VAAZ- welcome, going 
out to meet  

 
If you had trust in me, you would have come to meet me 
personally. 
 

 
51              ik frJ  ast br  sr  tur; XI'  su<n  
                 ik  kPule  <ud;  ast  ksm  ast  mn 

 
DVW   Em"   "/P /W  /N   %W"  6/_  ib 
Dg    %W"   CWa   %W"   ",V  AFa   ib 

            KE FARZ AST BAR SAR TURA EEN SUKHAN 
            KE  KAUL-E KHUDA  AST  KASM AST MAN 

 
*KE-that*FARZ-incumbent*BAR-at, on*SAR-head*TURA-thee,thine, to you *BAR SAR TURA- on your head, 
on you *EEN-this *SUKHAN-word, talk *KAUL-E KHUDA- promise given to God * KASAM AST MAN- I say it 
on oath 

 
It is incumbent on you now to keep your word.  You had given word 
in the name of God and had said,“I swear“(to keep your word of 
coming and meeting me personally)   



 
52              agr  hJrte <ud st;dh Svd  
                 b-j;no  idle  k;r  v;Jh  bvd 

,FX    G,"PW   ,FV   %/zU  /c" 
,FN    *Z"F    /"b   A,  F   D"SN 

            AGAR HAZRAT-E KHUD SITAD-EH SHAWAD 
            B-JAAN-O  DIL-E  KAR  VAAZEH BAWAD 

 
*AGAR-if*HAZRAT-execellency, highness, majesty *KHUD-self *SITAD-EH-standing (from SITAADAN-to 
stand) *SHAWAD- becomes (from SHODAN-to become)*KHUD SITADEH SHAWAD-stand yourself, be present 
yourself *B-JAAN-with life *DIL-heart *KAR-work, job *VAAZEH- clear, obvious*BAWAD- will be (from 
BOODAN-to be ) 

 
If your majesty were present here, all actions undertaken so far 
would have been clarified (whatever has happened would be 
discussed)  

 
53              Sum; r; ik frJ ast k;re kunI  
                 b-mUjb  nivSth  Sum;re  kunI 

Khb   /"b   %W"   6/_   ib  "/   "Gx 
Khb         /"gX       iPXFh     #SFgN 

            SHUMA  RA KI  FARZ AST KAR-E KUNI 
            B-MOOJAB NIVESHTEH SHUMAAR-E KUNI 

 
*SHUMA-your*KI-that*FARZ-incumbent*AST-is*KAR-job, affair *KUNI-you do(second person present of 
KARDAN -to do)*MOOJAB-reason, cause *NIVISHTEH-written(from NIVISHTAN –to write)*SHUMAAR-
numeration, reckoning 

 
It is incumbent on you to fulfil the task undertaken by you and 
stick to whatever you have written in your letter (about meeting 
me).           
 
More details of the letter and the personal message of Aurangzeb 
are mentioned in the following verse  
 
54              inivSth rsIdo  b-guftn Jub"  
                 b-b;yd ik XI'  k;r r;ht rs" 

E"N1     DP_cN   F    ,mW/    iPXFh 
E"W/   %U"/  /"b  Em"   ib   ,m"NN 

            NIVISHTEH RASEED-O B-GUFTAN ZUBAAN 
            B-BAAYED KI EEN KAR  RAAHAT RASAAN 

 
*NIVISHTEH-written letter(from NIVISHTAN -to write) *RASEED-has reached(third person past of 
RASEEDAN-to reach, to get to) *GUFTAN-to tell *ZUBAAN-tongue, speech *BAAYED-should *KAR-job,work 
*RAAHAT-comfortable, tranquil *RASAAN-bearer,communicator(from RASANDAN-to reach,to extend) 

 



I have received your communication and also heard your message 
(through your representative who met me here in Dina). You should 
now complete this task (of meeting me) that will usher in peace. 
 
Guru Ji has referred to the visit of this representative in verse 
56.This was the third communication that Guru Ji had received 
from Aurangzeb; the earlier two were received while he was still 
at Anadgarh Fort about which reference has already been made. It 
is worth noting here about the physical state of Aurangzeb’s 
health and political state of his empire. From 1681 onwards till 
his death in 1707, he was engaged in bitter military struggle 
against the Muslim rulers of Bijapur and Golconda States and the 
Marathas. Unable to achieve his military aims, he ultimately 
retired to Ahmednagar on 20 January 1706, weak in body and mind 
(He died there on 20 February 1707). At the old age of 90 when he 
was waiting for the summons of the Lord, he had realised the 
enormity of sins and crimes committed by him and his subordinates 
which is evident from the communications he sent to his sons 
during his last days. This third letter to Guru Ji must have been 
in response to that realisation.  
 
55              hmU mrd b;yd  Svd  su<nvr  
                 n; iSkme idgr dr dh;ne idgr 

/F    DVW  ,FX   ,m"N   ,/g   FgI 
/c,   D"I,    /,    /c,   CbX   ih 

            HAMU MARD BAA-YED  SHAWAD SUKHANVAR 
            NA SHIKM-E DIGAR DAR DAHAAN-E DIGAR 

 
*HAMU-he also, he too (HAM-also, O- he) *MARD-man *BAA-YED-should *SHAWAD-become (third person 
present of SHODAN-to become)*SUKANVAR-eloquent,orator *SUKHANVAN SHOD -keeper of the word *SHIKM-
belly, stomach *DIGAR-other (thing) *DAR-in, at *DAHAAN-mouth 

 
A man should keep his word. (He should not say) something with 
his mouth and (have) something else in his stomach. 

 
56              ik k;JI mr; guft  berUM n-am  
                 agr r;stI <ud b-y;rI kdm 

C"   ih   EF/mN    %_c   "/g   KZ"a   ib   
C,a      K/"mN      ,FV    KPW"/     /c" 

            KE KAZI MARAA GUFT BEROON-E NA-AM 
            AGAR   RASTI  KHUD  B-YARI  KADAM 

 
KI*that*KAZI-mediator, judge *MARAA-to me *GUFT-he told (third person past of GUFTAN -to tell 
)*BEROON-outside *NA-AM-I am not *AGAR-if *RASTI-truth,reality *KHUD-self *YAARI-friendship 
*KADAM-feet 

 



What your representative has said (I agree with that) and I am 
not out of it. If you are truthful, you will yourself come here 
in the spirit of friendship. 

 
57              tur; gr b-b;yd a" kPule kur"  
                 b-nJde  Sum;  r;  rs;nm hm" 

E"/a    AFa   E!  ,m"NN    /c   "/P 
E"gI    Ch"W/   "/   "gX   ,1h   iN 

            TURA GAR B-BAAYED AAN KAUL-E KURAN 
            B-NAZD-E SHUMA  RA RASAANAM HAMAAN 

 
*TURA-you  *GAR-if  *BAAYED-should  *AAN-that  * KAUL-E KURAN-word given on Kuran *NAZD-near  
*SHUMA-you  *RASAANAM-deliver (first person present of RASAANDAN- to deliver) *HAMAAN-that very, 
the same 
 
Should you want, I can also have the copy of Quran delivered to 
you, which has the (false) written promises   
 
Important agreements amongst people were usually written, on 
oath, on the blank pages of Koran to give them authenticity so 
that no one will renege on the promises made through a holy book. 
Here Guru Ji is referring to the oaths taken on Koran at 
Anandgarh fort 
 
58              ik tSrIF dr ksbh k"gr kund    
                 vJ"   ps  mul;k;t   b;hm  Svd 

,hb   0 eh"b   iNya  /,   ;m/XP   ib 
,FX      CI"N    %"aBg   3O   E"1F 

            KE TASHREEF DAR KASBEH KANGAR KUNAD 
            VAZAAN PAS  MULAAKAT BAAHAM  SHAWAD 

 
*KE-that*TASHREEF-word use as an honour for others *DAR-in,at*KANGAR-name of village where Guru 
Ji was staying *KUNAD-he does (third person present of KARDAN-to do) *VAZAAN-from that *PAS-
back*MULAAKAT-meeting *BAHAM-together *SHAWAD-will happen(third person present of SHODAN-to 
happen) 

 
If your majesty visits Kangar village (where I am staying) then 
we both can meet each other 

 
59              n; JLr; dr XI'  r;h <trh tur;st  
                 hmh  kOm   bIrx   hukme   mr;st 

%W"/P   G/{V   G"/  Em"   /,   G/.   ih 
%W"/g     CbU     0"/mN     CFa     igI 

            NA ZARRA DAR EEN RAH KHATREH TURAST 
            HAMEH  KUAM-E BIRAD  HUKM-E MARAST 



 
* NA-no, not *ZARRA-particle, speck *DAR- in, at *EEN-this *RAH-passage, road *KHATREH-danger 
*TURAST- to you is (TURA-you, AST-is) *HAMEH-all *KAUM-people * BIRAD-name of people about whom 
Guruji is referring to *HUKM-command *MARAAST- mine is (MARAA-me, AST-is) 

 
(If you come here) there will be no danger to your person at all 
since the Birad people (of Kangar area) are all under my command. 

 
60              bIa; t; su<n <ud Jb;nI kunm  
                 b-rUXe  Sum;  mhrb;nI   kunm 

Chb     Kh"N1    ,FV   DVW   "P   "mN 
Chb      Kh"N/Ig      "gX      KF/N 

            BI-AA TA B-MAN KHUD ZUBAANI KUNAM 
            B-ROO-E  SHUMA  MEHARBAANI  KUNAM 

 
*BI-AA –come here (“bi”-as prefix represents imperative  AA-first person present of AAMADAN-to 
come)   * TA-as far as, up to (Kangar) *SUKHAN-speech *KHUD-self  *ZUBAANI- oral (talk) *KUNAM- I 
do (first person present of  KARDAN-to do) * ROO-E-face (to face)  *SHUMA-you *MEHARBAANI- 
compassion  

 
Aurangzeb! Come here and I will talk to you face to face and I 
will show my compassion for you (by forgiving you for your past 
sins of taking false oaths on Koran)  

 
61              yke   asb   S;ysth   Xe yk   hJ;r  
                 bIa;   t;  b-gIrI   b-mn  XI'  dy;r 

/"1I     ?m     iPWm"X     $W"    ?m 
/"m,    Em"   Dg   iN    K/mcN    "P    "mN 

            YAK-E ASB SHAYESTEH-E YAK HAZAAR 
            BI-AA TA B-GIRI B-MAN EEN DAYAAR 

 
*YAK- one *ASB- horse  *SHAYESTEH-worthy, befitting  *HAZAAR- one thousand *BI-AA- come here *B-
MAN-from me *TA- as far as, up to (where Aurangzeb was staying ) *GIRI- take, receive ( second 
person present of GARIFTAN-to take, to receive) *EEN-this  *DAYAAR- territory, area  ( here  
Anandpur )   

 
(Aurangzeb! you have written to me) to bring one expensive horse 
whose cost should be one thousand and that in return I can take 
this territory of Anandpur. 
 
This offer of Aurangzeb that might have been conveyed to Guru Ji 
by the Kazi (verse 56) can be seen in two contexts. One it could 
be a ploy to capture Guru Ji by deceit; Guru Ji has categorically 
rejected the idea of visiting Aurangzeb vide verse 88. Secondly 
it could be due to political considerations since Guru Ji, after 
moving back to Anandpur, would have remained militarily engaged 
with Hill Rajas who were showing signs of independence from the 



Mughal rule thus mutually weakening them selves. In the absence 
of Guru Ji, the Hill Chiefs could become a formidable force. 
 
Some translations have totally different meanings of this verse. 
According to some, Guru Ji had asked Aurangzeb to bring 1000 
horses to him in Dina and in return could get that area from Guru 
JI. However this translation suffers from the infirmity that the 
opeing word “YAK-E“has not been taken into consideration. Still 
some have translated this verse as if Guru Ji is telling 
Aurangzeb that he (Guru Ji) has a rare horse in his collection of 
1000 horses which he will let loose (a la Ashwamedha Yag of Hindu 
god Ram) and dared Auragzeb to catch it so that he (Guru JI) 
could engage with him in battle again.  
 
62              S;hnS;h r;  bMdh  Xe c;krm  
                 agr hukm a;yd b-j" h;Jrm 

C/b"T       G,hN    "/    G"XhIX 

C/Z"U  E"sN     ,m!  CbU  /c" 
            SHAHAN-SHAH RA BANDEH-E CHAAKAR-AM 
            AGAR HUKM  AA-YED B-JAAN HAAZAR-AM 

 
*SHAHAN-SHAH- king of kings (God) * RA- of, from  *BANDEH- slave, servant *AGAR-if *HUKM-order, 
command *AA-YED-comes (third person present of AAMADAN-to come) *B-JAAN-life*CHAAKAR- servant 
*HAAZAR-present 

 
I am the menial servant of the Lord; I will come to your court 
only if He commands me to do so   

 
63              agrich ib-a;yd b-furm;n mn  
                 hJUrt  bI-Aym hmh  j;no tn 

Dg     D"g/_N      ,m"mN      iT/c" 
DP  F   D"S  igI   Cm"mN  %/FZU 

            AGAR-CHEH BI-AA-YAD B-FURMAAN-E MAN 
            HAZOORAT BI-AA-YAM HAMEH JAAN-O TAN 

 
*AGAR-CHEH- all though, however  *AA-YAD-it comes  (third person present of AAMADAN-to come) 
*FURMAAN-  command *MAN- I *HAZOORAT-your excellency *AA-YAM- I will come *HAMEH- all *JAAN-O-
TAN- body and soul  

 
If I get the command of the Lord, (only then) I will visit you  

 
64              agr tU b-yJd" prstI  kunI  
            b-k;re mr; XI'  n; sustI kunI 
 
 



Khd   KpW/O    E",1mN   FP   /c" 
Khd    KpwW   ih   Em"  "/g  /"bN 

            AGAR TU B-YAZDAAN  PRASTI KUNI 
            B-KAR-E MARA EEN NA SUSTI KUNI 

 
 
                     
             

 
*AGAR-if  *TU- you  * YAZDAAN- God, Lord   *PRASTI- worship  *KUNI- you do (second person present 
of KARDAN-to do)  * KAR-job, work, affair *MARA- mine  *EEN- this  * NA-not  *SUSTI-laxity, 
feebleness 

 
If you worship the Lord, then you will not show any laxity in 
this affair ( you will not delay in coming and meeting me). 
 

 
65              tU  b;yd ik yJd" Sn;sI  kunI  
                 n; gufth kse  ks <r;SI kunI 

Khd    K"hX    E",1m   ib  ,m"N  FP 
Khd   KX"/V   3b  E"wd  ip_c  ih 

            TU BAYED KE YAZDAAN SHANAASI  KUNI 
            NA GUFTEH KAS-E KAS KHARAASHI KUNI 

 
*TU-you *BAYED- should *KE-that * YAZDAAN-God, Lord  *SHANAAS-knowing, familiar (from 
SHANAAKHTAN- to know, to recognise) *KUNI-you do (second person present of KARDAN-to do) * NA- 
not*GUFTEH- saying *KAS-E-KAS- people * KHARAASH-scratcher, hurt (from KHARAASHEEDAN-to rub 
against harshly)  

 
You should believe in the Lord Almighty; stop harming and 
tormenting people on the advise of your courtiers. 

 
66              tU   msnd   nSI'   srvre  k;yn;t  
                 ik ajb ast iXns;f XI' hm isf;t 

 

%"hm"b    /F/W      Emxh     ,hwg   FP 
%"_Y  CI  Em"  ;"yh"  %W" #s]  ib 

 
            TU MASNAD NASHEEN SAR-VAR-E KAA-E NAAT 
            KE  AJAB  AST  INSAAF  EEN  HAM SIFAAT 

 
*TU-you *MASNAD-throne  *NASHEEN- sit   *SAR-VAR-master, lord  *KAA-E NAAT- the world  *AJAB- 
strange , surprising *AST- is * INSAAF-justice  * EEN- this * HAM- also * SIFAAT-qualities, 
attributes    

 
You are occupying the throne in the name of the Lord of the 
universe. But strange is your justice and strange are your 
attributes. 



 
67              ik ajb ast iXns;fo dI' prvrI  
                 ik hEf ast  sd hEf XI'  srvrI 

K/F/O   Em,  F  ;"yh"    %W"   #s]  ib 
K/F/W    Em"    ;mU   ,Y   %W"  ;mU ib 

            KE AJAB AST INSAAF-O DEEN PARVARI 
            KE HEIF AST SAD  HEIF EEN SARVARI 

 
*KE-that  *AJAB-strange *AST-is * INSAAF-justice  *DEEN-religion  *PARVARI-nourishing (from 
PARVAR-nourisher, giver of food  * HEIF-what a pity, pitiable *SAD-one hundred *EEN-this  
*SARVARI- lordship  

 
That strange is your justice and strange are the ways you 
practice your religion. And your lordship? What a pity! It is 
pitiable hundreds of times. 

 
68              ik ajb ast ajb ast ftv; Sum;  
                 bjJ  r;stI   su<n  guftn   iJa" 

"gX  "Fp_  %W"   #s]   %W"   #s]   ib 
E"m1      Dp_c     DvW     KpW"/      1SN 

            KE  AJABAST  AJABAST  FATWA SHUMA 
            BAJAZ RAASTI SUKHAN GUFTAN ZIYAAN 

 
*AJAB-strange * FATWA- religious proclamation or decree  *SHUMA-your  *BAJAZ-except, besides 
*RAASTI- truth*SUKHAN-word,speech *BAJAZ RAASTI-except truth, lies *GUFTAN-to tell*ZI-YAAN- loss, 
deceit, injury 

 
Strange are your religious proclamations. Speaking any thing but 
truth is to  deceive oneself  
 
69              mJn teG br <Un  ks  bedreG 
                 tur; nIJ <UM  ast b; cr<e teG 

:m/,    MN   3b  DFV  /N   :mP  D1g 
:mP   +/T   "N   %W"   EFV  1mh   "/P 

            M-ZAN  TEG  BAR  KHOON  KAS BE-DREG 
            TURA NEEZ KHOON AST BA CHARKH-E TEG 

 
*M-ZAN-do’nt strike (M-don’t, a negative command , ZAN- striker),*TEG-sword *KHOON-blood *KAS-
person BE-DREG-unsparingle,  *TURA-you,your *NEEZ-also *BA-with *CHARKH-wheel,cycle (the heavens) 
*TEG-sword 

 
Stop shedding the blood of people without any reason. Remember, 
the heavenly sword will also fall upon you for your blood 

 
 



70              tU G;Fl mSPu mrd yJd" hr;s  
                 ik _ beina;J  ast _  besp;s 

3"/I   E",1m   ,/g   FXg   A_"^  FP 
3"OW  KN  F"  %W"  1"mh   KN  F"  ib 

            TU GAAFAL M-SHOO MARD YAZDAAN HARAAS 
            KE  O  BE  NIAAZ  AST  O   BE-SAPAAS 

 
*TU-you*GAAFIL-unaware *M-SHOO- do’nt be (“M”-for negative command)*MARD-man *YAZDAAN-God, Lord  
*HARAAS-to fear, be scared *KE-that *BE-NIAAZ-free from want * BE-SPAAS- without seeking self 
praise,  

 
Aurangzeb!  Beware and have fear of the Almighty for He is free 
from want and does not need any flattery. 

 
71              ik _ bemuh;b;st S;h;ne  S;h  
                 JmI' _ Jm" r; sch p;tS;h 

G"X   D"I"X   %W"N"ug   KN  F"   ib 
G"xP"O    "tW   "/   E"g1   F    Dmg1 

            KE O  BE-MOHABAA-ST  SHAHANE-SHAH 
            ZAMEEN O ZAMAAN RA SACHA PATSHAAH 

 
*BE-MOHABAA- without fear *AST-is *SHAHAANE-SHAH-king of kings *ZAMEEN-O-ZAMAAN-earth and heavens  
*SACHA-true *PATSHAAH-emperor 

 
God free from fear .He is the emperor of the universe and true 
sovereign  

 
72              <ud;vMd   XeJd   JmIno   Jm"  
                 kunMd ast hr ks mkIno mk" 

E"g1    F    Dmg1   ,1m"    ,hF",V 
E"bg F  Dmbg  3b /I  %W"  ,hhb 

            KHUDAVAND  EIZAD  ZAMIN-O  ZAMAAN 
            KUNAND AST HAR KAS MAKIN-O MAKAAN 

 
*KHUDAVAND-God  *EIJAZ-God *ZAMIN-O-ZAMAAN- earth and the heavens *KUNAND AST-doer, maker 
(KUNAND-third person present plural of KARDAN-to do, AST-is )*HAR-KAS-all persons *MAKEEN-dweller 
*MAKAAN- house 

 
The Lord is the master of the universe. He is the creator of all 
men to whom He provides shelter. 

 
73              hm aJ pIr moro hm  aJ pIl tn  
                 ik a;ijJ nv;J ast G;ifl iSkn 



DP  AmO  1"   CI  F  /Fg  /mO  1"   CI 
DbX    A_"^   %W"  1"Fh    1S"]   ib 

            HAM AZ PEER MOR-O  HAM AZ PEEL TAN 
            KE  AAJIZ NAWAAZ  AST GAFIL SHIKAN 

 
*HAM-also *AZ-from *PEER-old person *MOR-ant *O-and *PEEL-elephant *TAN-body *KE-that*AAJIZ-
NAWAAZ-kind to poor and helpless (AAJIZ-poor) *GAFIL-unaware (non believers) *SHIKAN-twist, 
(kill) 

 
He is the creator of all beings from small ants to huge 
elephants. He is protector of the meek and destroyer of the non-
believers 

 
74              ik _r; cuu iXsm  ast a;ijJ nv;J  
                        ik   _   besp;s  ast  _ beina;J 

1"Fh   1S"]   %W"   CW"  FT  "/  F"  ib 
1"mh KN    F"  %W"   3"OW  KN  F"   ib 

            KE O RA CHU ISM AST AAJIZ NAWAAZ 
            KI O  BE-SPAAS  AST O BE  NE-AAZ 

 
*KE-that *O-RA-his *CHU-when *ISM-nameL*AST-is *AAJIZ-NAWAAZ-kind to poor and helpless *BE-SPAAS-
without seeking self praise *BE-NE-AAZ-free from want, able to do without 

 
His very name means “protector of the meek“. He does not need any 
self-praise from any quarter nor does He need any material 
things. 

 
75              ik _  bengUM  ast  _ be cgUM  
                 ik _ rhnum; ast _ rhnmUM 

EFcT   KN   F"  %W" EFch  KN  F"  ib 
EFghI/   F"    %W"   "ghI/    F"    ib 

            KE O BE-NAGOON AST O BE-CHAGOON 
            KE O REH-NUMAA AST O REH-NAMOON 

 
*BE-NAGOON- without colour  *BE-CHAGOON-without form *REH-NUMA- leader *REH-NAMOON-guide 

 
He is without any shape or colour or any form. He is the guide 
who leads    

 
76                  ik br sr tur; krJ ksme kur"  

                   b-gufth   Sum; k;r  <UbI  rs" 



E"/a    Cwa    6/a    "/P  /W  /N  ib 
E"W/      KNFV     /"b    "gX     ip_cN 

            KE BAR SAR TURA KARZ KASM-E KURAN 
            B-GUFTEH SHUMA KAR  KHOOBI RASAAN 

 
*BAR SAR TURA- on your head (BAR-at, SAR-head,TURA-your)*KARZ-liability *KASM-oath *GUFTEH-said, 
spoken *SHUMA-you *KAR-job *KHOOBI- well *RASAAN-deliver (imperitive of RASAANDAN -to deliver)  

 
You have the burden of the Koran’s oath on your head. You should 
now fulfil all that you have said earlier in a befitting manner 
 
Guru Ji has again reminded Aurangzeb about his promise of meeting 
him (Guru Ji) as already stated in verse 56 

 
         77                  b-b;yd tu d;inS prstI kunI 

             b-k;re Sum;  cIrh dstI kunI 
Khb     KW/O   4h",   FP    ,m"Nn 
Khb    KpW,    G/mT   "gX    /"bN 

            B-BAAYED  TU DANISH  PRASTI KUNI 
            B-KAR-E SHUMA CHEEREH DASTI KUNI 

 
*BAAYED-should*TU-you*DANISH-knowledge,wisdom *DANISH PRASTI-seeker of wisdom *KUNI-you do(second 
person present of KARDAN-to do)*KAR-E-SHUMA-your work*CHEEREH-DAST-skilful, deft *CHEEREH- 
victorious  

 
You should (at this time) show wisdom and handle the job taken by 
you skilfully (to visit my place for discussions) 

 
78              ich; Sud ik cUM  bcg" kuSth c;r  
                 ik b;kI b-m"d ast pecIdh m;r 

/"T    ipxb   E"ctN   EFT  ib   ,X   "IT 
/"g    G,mtmO    %W"    ,h"gN    Ka"N    ib 

            CHIHA SHUD KI CHUN BACHGAN KUSHTEH CHAR 
            KI   BAKI  B-MAAND  AST  PECHIDA   MAAR 

 
*CHIHA – what *SHUD –has become, happened  (from SHODAN-to become, to happen)* KI – that* CHUN –
since, because *BACHGAN – children (from BACHA- child)*KUSHTEH – you have killed (from KUSHTAN – 
to kill)     * CHAR- four * KI – when, that* BAKI –remainder * B-MAND AST – is remaining  (from 
MAANDAN- to remain, to be left)* AST –is *PECHIDA –coiled, intricate, complex * MAAR-snake  

 
What happened that you have killed four children (my sons), the 
coiled snake (in the form of my Khalsa) still remains. 

 



79              ich mrdI ik a<gr <moS" kunI  
                 ik  astS dm" r;  froJ"   kunI 

 Khb   E"XFgV   /cV"   ib   K,/g   iT  
Khb   E"1F/_    "/    E"g,   4P!   ib 

            CHEH MARDI KI AKHGAR KHAMOSHAN KUNI 
            KI  ATASH  DAMAN  RA  FAROZAN  KUNI 

 
*CHEH – what * MARDI – manliness, courage, maturity  * KI – that *AKHGAR – a spark of fire 
*KHAMOSHAN –  quieten, extinguish *KUNI – you have done (from KARDAN- to do) *ATASH – fire, 
conflagration, bonfire   * DAMAAN – furious, terrible *RA – particle *FAROZAN –bright 

 
What manliness you have shown by extinguishing a few sparks 
(Sahibzadas).You have made the conflagration brighter and more 
furious. 

 
80              ich <uS guft ifrdOsIXe <uS Jb"  
                 iSt;bI  bvd  k;r     a;ihrmn" 

E"N1   4FV   KWF,/_  %_c  4FV  iT 
E"hg/I!      /"b        ,FN       KN"PX 

           CHE KHUSH GUFT FIRDOSI-E KHUSH ZABAAN 
            SHITAABI   BAWAD     KAR   AHRIMAN-AN 

 
*CHE-what *KHUSH-happy,cheerful*GUFT-thing said, word spoken*FIRDOSI-name of great Persian poet 
*ZABAAN-tongue *SHITAABI-hasty, accelerative *BAWAD- happens  (third person present   of BOODAN- 
to be)* KAR-work,job *AHIRMAN-devil, satan 

 
How nicely the sweet-tongued poet Firdosi has said that “to act 
in haste is the work of a devil”    
 
Guru Ji is referring to the summary execution of the young 
Sahibzadas at Sirhind which he has termed as an act of a devil.          

 
81              ik m; b;rg;he hJrt a;ym Sum;  
                 vj"   roJe   b;iSd   S;hd  Sum; 

"gX     Cm!    %/zU     G"c/"N   "g   ib 
"gx    ,I"X    FP    ,X"N    1F/    E"1F 

            KE MAA BARGAH-E HAZRAT AAYAM SHUMA 
            VAZAAN ROZ-E BAASHED SHAAHED SHUMA 

 
*KE-that *MAA- me  *BARGAH – court *HAZRAT-excellency (God, Almighty) *AAYAM-I will come (first 
person present of AAMADAN- to come)*SHUMA-you,your *VAZAAN ROZ-that day * BAASHED- you will 
become (third person present of BOODAN-to become) *SHAAHED- witness 

 
When I meet you in the court of your Lord, you will appear as a 
witness there (and answer all the crimes committed by you) 

 



82              vgrn; tu XI' r; fr;muS kund  
                 tur;  hm  fr;moS  yJd"  kund 

,hb   4g"/_   "/  Em"  FP  ih/cF  
 ,hb   E",1m   4Fg"/_    CI   "/P 

            VAGARNAA TU EEN RA FARAAMUSH KUNAD 
            TURA HAM  FARAAMOSH  YAZDAAN  KUNAD 

 
*VAGARNAA –otherwise *TU-you *EEN-this *RA-particle *FARAAMUSH-forgotten, overlooked *KUNAD-to do 
(from KARDAN-to do) *FARAAMOSH-same as “Faraamush”-forgotten, overlooked *TURA-your  *YAZDAAN-
God, Lord  

 
Now if you overlook this task (ie to fulfil the word given by you of 
meeting me), the Lord Himself will also overlook you. 

 
83              agr k;r XI' br tU bstI kmr  
                 <ud;vdM  b;Sd  tur;   bihr;vr 

    /gb    KpwN   FP   /N   Em"   /"b   /c"    
 /F G/IN       "/P      ,X"N       ,hF",V 

            AGAR KAR EEN BAR TU BASTI  KAMAR 
            KHUDAAVAND BASHED TURA BEHRA-VAR 

 
*AGAR-if *KAR-job, work *EEN-this *BAR-at, on *BASTI- you tie (second person past of BASTAN-to 
tie, to fasten) *KAMAR-waist * KHUDAAVAND-God *BASHED- will be (third person present of BUDAN- to 
be) * TURA-your *BEHREH- profit, dividend * BEHREHVAR- the grantor of prosperity  

 
If you get ready to fulfil this job (and come here), God will grant 
you prosperity  
 

 
84              ik XI' k;r nek ast dI' prvrI 
                 cUM   yJd"  Sn;sI  b-j" brtrI 

K/F/O  Em,  %W"  ?mh  /"b   Em"   ib   
 K/P/N    E"sN    KW"hX    E",1m    FT 

            KE  EEN  KAR  NEK  AST  DEEN  PARVARI 
            CHUN YAZDAAN SHANAASI B-JAAN BAR-TARI 

 
*KE-that *EEN-this *KAR NEK-good work *DEEN-religion *PARVARI-nourish, educate *DEEN PARVARI- is   
religious *CHUN-since *YAZDAAN-God *SHANAASI-knowing, recognising *JAAN-life *BARTARI-superiority  

 
Aurangzeb! This good act on your part will be like worshipping of the 
Lord; an act which is superior to life itself  

 
85              tur; mn nd;nm ik yJd" Sn;s  
                 br;md J tu  k;rh; idl  <r;S 



3"hX    E",1m    ib   Ch",h   Dg  "/P  
  4"/vf,     "I/"b    FP   1    ,g!/N 

            TURA MAN NADAANAM KE YAZDAAN SHANAAS 
            BAR-AAMAD Z TU KAR-HA DIL KHARAASH 

 
*TURA-you *MAN-me *NADAANAM- I do not know (NA-no,DAANAM-first person present of DAANISTAN-to 
know)*KE-that*YAZDAAN-God *SHANAAS- knowing, aquaintance *BAR-AAMAD-emerge, come up (from BAR-
AAMADAN -to come up) *KAR-HA- plural of KAR-deed *DIL KHARAASH- hurt 

 
I do not know if you have any awareness about the Lord since you have 
performed too many acts that were tyrannical 

 
86              Sn;isd hmI'  tU  n;  yJd" krIm 
                 n; <v;hd hmI'  tU  b-dOlt aJ 

Cm/b     E",1m  ih   FP  EmgI   ,W"hX  
  Cm8]   %fF,N   FP   EmgI  ,I"FV    ih 

            SHANAASID HAM-EEN TU NA YAZDAAN KARIM 
            NA-KHAWAHAD HAMEEN TU  B-DAULAT AZEEM 

 
*SHANAASID-you recognise (third person present of SHANAAKHTAN-to recognise)*HAMEEN-this very,the 
same *TU-you*NA-not*YAZDAAN-God*KARIM-bountiful,generous*NA-KHAWAAHAD-He does not want(NA-
not,KHAWAAHAD- third person present of KHAWAASTAN-to want) *TU-you *DAULAT-wealth, riches *AZEEM-
great, magnificent 

 
The bountiful Lord does not recognise you. He even does not want you 
with all your wealth and riches  

 
87              agr sd kur" r; b-<ordI ksm  
                 mr;  Xetb;re   n;  yk Jr; dm 

Cwa   K,/FvN   "/  D"/a  ,Y  /c"   
C,   G/.   ?m    ih    /"np]"   "/g 

            AGAR SAD KURAN RA BA-KHORDI KASAM 
            MARA  EITBAAR-E  NA YAK ZARRA DAM 

 
*AGAR-if  *SAD- hundred  * KHORDI- you  eat  (second  person  present of  “khordan”-to eat ) 
*KASAM-oath * MARA-mine  *EITBAAR-trust *YAK-one *ZARRA- a bit *DAM-moment 

 
Now if you swear a hundred times on Koran, I will not trust you now 
even for a single moment  

 
88             hJUrI   ina;ym   n;  XI'  r;h  Svm 

             agr S;h b-<v;hd n; a;nj;h rvm 



CFX   G"/  Em"  ih   Cm"mh   K/FzU  
  CF/    "sh!   ih  ,i"FvN  G"X  /c" 

            HAZOORI NI-AAYAM  NA  EEN RAH SHAWAM 
            AGAR SHAH B-KHAWAHAD NA AANJAH RAWAM 

 
*HAZOORI-performed in one’s presence ie going to the court of Aurangzeb *NI AAYAM- I will not 
come (NI- no, AAYAM-first person present of AAMADN-to come)*EEN RAH – this way *NA SHAWAM-it will 
not be or happen(SHAWAM-first person present of SHODAN-to become, to be *AGAR-if *SHAH-Aurangzeb 
*KHAWAHAD-wants,wishes (third person present of KHAWAASTAN-to want) *NA- no, not*AANJAH-
there*RAWAM-I  go(first person present of RAFTAN-to go)   

 
I will not come to your court. Neither I will take the way (that leads 
to your court).I will not even go “there” as desired by you 
 
By use of the word “aanjah” which means “there”, Guru Ji has very 
clearly told Aurangzeb that he even rejects the idea of meeting him at 
a neutral place which might have been proposed by his representatives 
when they met him at Dina 
 
89              <uSS   S;he   S;h;n   aPurMgJeb   
                 ik c;l;k dst ast c;bk rkeb 

#m1ch/F"    D"I"X     G"X    4XFV 
   #mb/   ?N"T  %W" %W,  ?B"T ib 

            KHUSH-ASH SHAH-E SHAHAAN AURANGZEB 
            KE  CHALAAK  DAST AST CHABAK RAKEB 

 
*KHUSH-prosperous,fortunate *KE-that *CHALAAK–agile, quick *DAST-hand *AST-is *CHABAK-
brisk,agile,quick *RAKEB-from “RAKAAB”-stirrup 

 
Aurangzeb is the king of kings and very prosperous. He is a good 
swordsman and an agile horse rider. 

 
90              ik  husn al-jm;l asto rOSn JmIr  
                 <ud;vMd  mulk  asto   s;ihb  amIr 

/mgZ  DXF/  F  %W"  A"gSf"  DWU  ib  
 /mg"   #U"Y   F   %W"  ?fg  ,hF",V 

            KE HUSN-AL JAMAAL AST-O ROSHAN ZAMEER 
            KHUDAVAND  MULK  AST-O  SAHIB   AMEER 

 
*HUSN-beauty, virtue *JAMAAL-elegance, charm *AST-is *ROSHAN-bright, kindled *ZAMEER-conscience, 
mind *KHUDA VAND- master, lord *MULK-country, kingdom *SAHIB- master, lord  *AMEER-chief, 
commander 

 
Aurangzeb is beauty personified. He is bright minded and he is the 
lord of his kingdom; 

 
 



91              b-trtIb   d;inS  b-tdbIr   teG  
                 <ud;vMd     dego     <ud;vMd      teG 

:mP    /mN,PN    4h",   #mP/PN   
  :mP   ,hF",V F   @m,  ,hF",V 

            B- TARTEEB DAANISH B-TADBEER TEG 
            KHUDAVAND  DEG-O  KHUDAVAND  TEG 

 
*TARTEEB-system, method  *DAANISH- wisdom, knowledge *TADBEER-plan, *TEG-sword, military might 
*KHUDAAVAND- lord * DEG- pot, boiler ie; food (necessities) 

 
Aurangzeb is wise and knowledgeable and is skilful wielder of the 
sword. He is the provider of all the necessities of the people and 
lords over the world with his military might. 

 
92              ik rOSn JmIr ast husn al-jm;l  
                 <ud;vMd   b<iSMdh   Xe   mulko  m;l 

A"gsf"   DWU  %W"  /mg1  DXF/  ib  
 A"g   F    ?fg     G,hxvN   ,hF",V 

           KE ROHAN ZAMEER AST  HUSN AL-JAMAAL 
           KHUDAVAND BAKHSHINDEH-E MULK-O MAAL 

 
*KE-that *ROSHAN ZAMEER-bright and active mind *HUSN-AL-JAMAAL-beauty personified *KHUDAVAND-
lord, master *BAKHINDEH-liberal, bountiful *MULK- kingdom * MAAL- riches *MULK-E MAAL-riches of 
his kingdom 

 
Aurangzeb is handsome and possesses a brilliant mind. He is bountiful 
in distributing the riches of his kingdom.  

 
93              ik b<SS kbIr ast dr  jMg koh  
                 ml;yk   isft   cUM    suLry;  Skoh 

GFb   @hS  /,   %W"  /mnb  4xvN   ib  
  GFbX     "m/R     EFT    %_Y     ?mBg 

            KE BAKSHASH KABIR AST  DAR JANG KOH 
            MALAAYEK SIFT CHUN SUR-RAYAA SHAKOH 

 
*BAKSH-ASH- he gives, grants  *KABIR- great, important *DAR JANG-in war *KOH-mountain *MALAAYEK-
angels, celestial beings *SIFT-quality, attribute *CHUN-since, like *SUR-RYAA- the pleiades, the 
cluster of stars in the constellation Taurus usually known as “the seven sisters *SHAKOH-
splendour, glory 

 
Aurangzeb’s magnificence is great. In war he is like a mountain. 
He has the attributes of angels and his splendour matches the 
Pleiades (“seven sisters” in the constellation Taurus). 

 
 



94              ShnS;he   aPurMg   Jeb   a;lmI   
                 ik d;r;iX dOr ast dUr ast dI' 

            Kgf"]      #m1ch/F"            G"xhIX   

Em,  %W"  /F,  %W"  /F,   K"/",  ib         

            SHEHAN-SHAHE AURANG ZEB AAL-MEEN 
            KE DARA-E DAUR AST DOOR AST DEEN 

 
*SHEHAN-SHAH- the king of kings *AURANG-throne *ZEB-ornament, beauty *AALAMI-universal *DARA-E-
wealthy, rich *DAUR-epoch, age *AST-is *DOOR- far, away  *DEEN- religion 

 
Aurangzeb is the king of kings. He is the lord of the world and 
has all the riches. But he is far from the teachings of his 
religion. 

 
95             mnm kuSth am kohIa" but prst  
                  ik _ but prstMd mn but iSkst 

%W/O    %N    E"mIFb    C"    ipxb     Chg  
 %wbX    %N   Dg     ,hpW/O   %N   F"   ib 

            MANNAM KUSHTEH AM KOHI-AAN BUTT PRAST 
            KE O BUTT  PRASTAND  MAN BUTT SHIKAST 

 
*MANNAM-me too (MANN-I, HAM-too)*KUSHTEH AM- I have annihilated  (first person present perfect of  
KUSHTAN-to kill)*KOHI-AAN- the mountain people, *BUT PRAST- worshippers of idols  *KE- that  *0- 
they  * PRASTAND- they worship (third person present plural of PRASTEEDAN-to idolise, to worship, 
to adore)  *BUTT-idol *SHIKAST-defeat, fracture (break) 

 
I am also the annihilator of the hill rajas, the idol 
worshippers. They are idol worshipers and I am engaged in 
defeating “ the very concept” of idol worship. 
 
It is not correct to translate“but shikast”as an “idol breaker” 
as has been done in some translations. This will give the 
impression that Guru Ji had in fact broken idols; this is not 
borne by history for nowhere it has been recorded that Guru Ji 
had ever done this. However it is true that he was against idol 
worship. 
 
96             bbI'   GridSe bevf;XIXe Jm"  
                 pse puSt Puftd rs;nd iJy" 



E"g1      K"_FmN    4,/c   EmnN   
 E"N1    ,h"W/   ,p_"  %xO   3O 

            B-BEEN GARDISH-E BE-WAFAAI-E ZAMAAN 
            PAS-E  PUSHT UFTAD  RASAANAD ZIYAAN 

 
*B-BEEN-look! (first person imperative of DEEDAN-to see) * GARDISH-spin, turn, revolution *BE-
WAFAAI-unfaithfulness, infidelity *ZAMAAN-the world  *PAS-after *PUSHT-behind, back *UFTAD-
happens, sets oneself to (from UFTAADAN-to happen, to set oneself to) *RASAANAD-to reach, to 
extend (third person present of RASAANDAN-to reach, to extend) *ZIYAAN- loss, injury, detriment 

 
Look at the turn of unfaithful world. When it sets itself after 
some one, it inflicts injury and does harm to him. 

 
97             bbI'   kudrte    nek   yJd;ne   p;k  
                 ik  aJ  yk b-deh-lk rs;nd hl;k 

?"O      D",1m    ?mh   %/,a    EmnN   
 ?BI  ,h"W/   ?f G,N   ?m   1"   ib 

            B-BEEN KUDRAT-E  NEK  YAZDAN-E PAAK 
            KE AZ YAK B-DEH-LAK RASAANAD HALAAK 

 
*B-BEEN-look!* KUDRAT-power,force*NEK-good, nice *YAZDAAN-God *PAAK-pure, chaste *KE-that*AZ-from  
*YAK-one*DEH LAK- ten lac*RASAANAD-reaches, extend (from RASAANDAN- to cause to reach) *HALAAK-
death 

 
Look at the powerful and good Lord. His reach is such that He can 
get ten lac annihilated by only one. 

 
98             ic duSmn kund mehrb;n ast dost  
                 ik  b<iSMdgI  k;r  b<iSMdh  _st 

%WF,   %W"   D"N/Ig  ,hb  DgX,   iT  
 %WF"   G,hxvN   /"b    Kc,hxvN   ib 

            CHE  DUSHMAN  KUNAD MEHARBAAN AST  
            KE BAKSHINDAGI KAR BAKSHINDEH OST 

 
*CHE-what  * DUSHMAN-enemy  * KUNAD – can do (third person present of KARDAN- to do)  * 
MEHARBAAN-kind, affectionate * AST- is *DOST- friend (here God Almighty) *KE-that * BAKSHINDAGI- 
generosity, munificence * KAR-work, job  *BAKSHINDEH-merciful, forgiving * OST- he is  

 
What can the enemy do when the Almighty Lord is kind? That He is 
generous and always forgiving. 

 
99             irh;XI  deho   rhnum;XI  idhd  
                 Jb" r; b-isft a;Sn;XI dehd 



,I,    K"ghI/     F    G,   K"I/  
  ,I,     K"hX!  %_Y "N  "/  E"N1         

            RAHAAI  DEH-O  REHNUMAAI  DEHAD 
            ZABAAN RA B-SIFT AASHNAAI DEHAD 

 
*RAHAAI-deliverance, freedom, salvation *DEH-give (from DAADAN-to give) *REHNUMAAI-guidance, 
direction *DEHAD- he gives (third person present of DAADAN-to give) *ZABAAN-tongue  *RA-from 
*SIFT- quality, attribute *AASHNAAI- acquaintance, familiarity, friendship 

 
He gives us guidance and  delivers us from this world ;He lets us 
sing praises for His benevolence showered upon us. 

 
100             <sm r; cu koro  kund  vkte  k;r  
                 ytIm"  berUM   burd   beJ<m  <;r 

/"b    %aF  ,hb  F  /Fb FT  "/  CyV  
 /"V    CV1   KN   ,/N    EF/N    E"gmpm 

            KHASAM RA CHU KOR-O KUNAD WAKT-E KAR 
            YATEEMAN BEROON BURD  BE-ZAKHM KHAAR 

 
*KHASAM-enemy, adversary*RA- particle *CHU-since *KOR- blind *KUNAD-does (third person present of 
KARDAN-to do)*WAKT-time, opportunity *KAR-work, job *YATEEMAN-orphans,helpless *BEROON-out, 
outside*BURD-takes( third person present of BURDAN-to take) *BE-ZAKHM-without injury *KHAAR-thorn  

 
In time of need, He blinds the enemy and takes out the helpless 
without an injury to him even from a thorn  
 
Guru Ji is referring to his escape from Chamkaur  

 
101             hr a" ks   kJo r;stb;JI kund  
                 rhIme   br _ rhm  s;JI kund 

,hb   K1"npW"/  F   1b   3b  E! /I  
 ,hb     K1"W   CU/    F"  /N     CmU/ 

            HAR-AAN-KAS KAZO RAST-BAAZI KUNAD 
            RAHIM-E  BAR-O  REHAM  SAZI KUNAD 

 
*HAR-AAN-KAS-every person (HAR-every, AAN-that, KAS-person) *KAZ-from which, from where 
*RAASTBAAZI-being candid, upright (RAAST-true, RAAST-BAAZ- dealing fairly) *KUNAD-does (third 
person present of KARDAN-to do) *RAHIM-merciful *BAR-at *O-he, him *REHAM-SAAZI –doing compassion  

 
The Compassionate Lord always showers mercy upon any person who 
follows the path of truthfulness 

 
102             kse i<dmt a;yd bse klbo j"   
                 <ud;vMd  b<SId   br  _ am" 



E"S  F   #fa  3N  ,m!  %g,V  3b  
  E"g"      F"    /N     ,mxvN   ,hF",V 

            KAS-E KHIDMAT AAYAD BAS-E KALB-O JAAN 
            KHUDAWAND  BAKHSHEED    BAR-O   AMAAN 

 
*KAS-person  *KHIDMAT-service  *AAYAD-comes (third person present of AAMADAN-to come) *BAS-E-
many, much *KALB-heart*JAAN-soul, life *KHUDAWAND-Lord, God  *BAKHSHEED-gives, grants (third 
person present of BAKHSHEEDAN-to give, to grant) *BAR-O-on that, at that  *AMAAN-peace, security 

 
Anyone who serves the Almighty with total devotion is blessed 
with peace and tranquillity 

 
103             ic duSmn br a" hIlh s;JI kund  
                 ik br  _   <ud;  c;rh s;JI kund 

,hb   K1"W  ifmU  E!/N  DgX, iT  
,hb   K1"W    G/"T   ",V  F" /N ib 

            CHE DUSHMAN BAR-AAN HEEL-EH SAAZI KUNAD 
            KI  BAR-O  KHUDA   CHAAREH SAAZI  KUNAD 

 
*CHI-what, *BAR-AAN- at/on that (person)  *HEEL-EH- trick, deceit  *SAAZ- as suffix to words 
conveys profession in that field *HEELEH SAZI- trickery, cheating *BAR O- upon him  *KHUDA-God 
*CHAAREH- remedy, cure  *CHAAREH SAAZI- providing protection, help 

 
What deception can an enemy inflict on a person who is under the 
protection of Lord Himself 

 
104             agr br yk a;yd dho dh hJ;r  
                 inighb;n  _r;  Svd   ikrdg;r 

/"1I  G,  F  G,  ,m!  ?m  /N  /c"    
/"c,/b      ,FX    "/   F"    D"nich 

            AGAR BAR YAK AAYAD DEH-O DEH HAZAAR 
            NIGEH   BAAN  ORA  SHAWAD  KIRDGAAR 

 
*AGAR-if  *BAR-on, at  *YAK-one  *AAYAD- come (third person present plural of AAMADAN- to come)  
*DEH-ten  * DEH-O DEH HAZAAR- ten times ten thousand, one lac *NIGEH-BAAN- guardian * SHAWAD- 
becomes (third person present of SHODAN-to become) *KIRDGAAR- Creator, God      

 
If one lac strong enemy attacks a single loved one, the Lord 
protects and does not allow any harm to visit him                       

 
105             tur; gr nJr ast lSkr v Jr  
                 ik  m;r; ingh ast  yJd" Sukr 



/1   F  /bxf  %W" /\h  /c   "/P  
 /bX   E",1m  %W"   ich   "/"g  ib 

            TURA GAR NAZAR AST LASHKAR V ZAR 
            KE MARA NIGEH AST  YAZDAAN SHUKAR 

 
*TURA-you, your *GAR- if  *NAZAR- sight, motive *AST- is *LASHKAR- army *V- and *ZAR-gold *MARA- 
me, mine *NIGEH-look, glance  *YAZDAAN-God  *SHUKAR-thanks, gratitude 

 
Aurangzeb! While you are proud of your military might and all the 
wealth at your disposal, I am looking towards the Lord to whom I 
am always grateful. 

 
106             ik _r; GrUr ast br mulko m;l  
                 v; m;r; pn;h  ast yJd"  ak;l 

A"g  F  ?fg  /N   %W"   /F/^   "/  F"   ib 
  A"b"     E",1m     %W"     G"hO     "/"g     F 

            KE O RA GAROOR AST BAR MULK-O MAAL 
            VA  MARA  PANAH  AST YAZDAAN AKAAL 
 
*KE-that  *O- he, his  *RA-of, from  *GAROOR-pride, conceit *BAR-on, at * MULK-empire *MAAL- 
wealth   *VA-and *MARA-mine *PANAH-shelter, protection *YAZDAAN AKAAL- God Almighty 

 
Aurangzeb! While you are proud of your wealth and strength of 
your empire , I am under the protection of the Supreme Lord 

 
107             tU G;fl mSPU  XI' ispMjI  sr;iX 
                 ik a;lm  b-guJrd sre j;-bj;iX 

                                                         K"/W   KshoW  Em"  Fxg  A_"^  FP   
 K"sN"S      /W    ,/1cN   Cf"]   ib 

            TU GAAFAL MASH-OO EEN SEPANJI SARA-E 
            KE AALAM  B-GUZRAD SAR-E   JA-B-JA-E 

 
*GAAFIL-neglectful, unaware *MASH-OO-don’t be *EEN-this  *SEPANJI- eight  (SEH-three + PANJ-five)  
*SARAA-,inn *AALAM-world *GUZRAD-is passing *SAR-head (persons)*JA-B-JA(KARDAN)-to 
interchange,exchange  
 
Aurangzeh! Be aware that this world is like an inn where each 
person comes to stay for a short period (just eight days). And 
once his time is over, he departs and yields his place to others 
while the world keeps moving. 

 



108              bbI'   GridSe   bevf;XI  Xe   Jm"  
            ik  br  hr  b-guJrd mkIno mk" 

E"g1     K"_FmN     4,/c      EmnN   
 E"bg  F   Dmbg  ,/1cN   /I  /N  ib 

            B-BEEN GARDISH-E  BE-WAFAAI–E ZAMAAN 
            KE BAR HAR B-GUZRAD  MAKEEN-O MAKAAN 

 
*B-BEEN- look! (first person imperative of DEEDAN- to see) * GARDISH-revolution,change,*BE-
WAFAAI-unfaithfulness*ZAMAAN-the world *B-GUZRAD-is passing*BAR-at,in*HAR-each*MAKEEN-
dweller,*MAKAAN-dwelling 

 
Look at the unfaithfulness of the world that everyone is crossing 
the house of others without any restriction  
 
The strong ones are forcibly taking the possessions of the weak   

 
109             tU b; jbr a;ijJ <r;SI  mkun  
                 ksm r;  b-tISh tr;SI mkun 

Dbg   KX"/V  1S"]  /nS  "N  FP  
 Dbg   KX"/P   ixmpN    "/  Cwa 

            TU BA JABR  AJIZ KHARAASHI  MAKUN 
            KASAM RA B-TEESHEH TARAASHI MAKUN 
 
*TU-you *BA-with, by *JABR-force, oppression, coercion*AJIZ-crippled,maimed *KHARAASHI-to scratch 
(hurt) *M-KUN-don’t do (negative imperative of KARDAN-to do) *KASAM-oath *TEESH-EH-axe *TARAASHI-
cut, shave *TEESH-EH TARAASHI- oppress 

 
Aurangzeb! Stop torturing the weak and the timid with your 
military might. Do not oppress these hapless people on (false) 
oaths 

 
110              hk  y;r b;Sd  ic  duSmn kund  
                  agr duSmnI r; b-sd tn kund 

,hb     DgX,      iT   ,X"N   /"m   =U    
 ,hb    DP   ,yN    "/    KhgX,    /c" 

            HAK YAR BAASHAD CHE DUSHMAN KUNAD 
            AGAR DUSHMANI RA B-SAD TAN  KUNAD 

 
*HAK-right, God *YAR-friend *BAASHAD- he (can) be (third person present of BOODAN-to be) *CHI-
what *DUSHMAN-enemy *KUNAD-can do (third person present of KARDAN-to do) *AGAR-if *DUSHMANI- 
enmity *SAD-one hundred *TAN-people 

 
When God Almighty is one’s friend, what can the enemy do even if 
he sends hundreds of men upon him.   

 



111             <sm duSmnI gr hJ;r a;vurd  
                n; yk  mUXe _r;  a;J;r a;vurd 

,/F!   /"1I   /c   KhgX,   CyV  
 ,/F!   /"1!  "/  F"   KFg  ?m ih 

            KHASAM DUSHMANI GAR HAZAAR AAWARD 
            NA YAK  MU-E O-RA  AAZAAR  AAWARD 

 
*KHASAM-enemy, adversary *DUSHMANI- enmity *GAR- if *HAZAAR- thousand *AAWURD – brings (third 
person present of AAWARDAN-to bring) *NA- not * YAK- one *MU-E-hair * O-RA-his *AAZAAR-harm 

 
If the enemy brings thousands of his men against an 
individual,(who has the protection of the Lord ) not even a 
single hair of his will be harmed 
 


